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These are no ordinary princesses-- they're Rescue Princesses!The Rescue Princesses are going to

Princess School! They're excited, but also a little worried--will they still have time to help animals in

need? Princess Ella has lost her pet rabbit. She hopes that her new friends, the Rescue Princesses,

are just the girls to bring her bunny home.
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We have all the books through #12, my daughter love them. They are fantastical but it is nice for

girls to read about being self reliant and developing strong friendships.

I found only tenuous connection between the title of the book and its content - a golden shell

opened an unknown secret passageway to our heroines; Lottie, Rosalind, Summer and Ella in their

search for a baby rabbit. Ella is the 12th rescue princess to join the team. I was surprised that of all

the new Rescue Princesses, Rosalind mastered the skill similar to Jaminta in making wonders out of

precious stones; given her character I have never considered her. However, I was glad to know that

future princesses will not need to fight for the limited 4 rings that were shared amongst themselves if

they were to come together at the same time to rescue animals - a query that I have brought to the



attention of my daughter and she also has no answer until now.Overall a cohesive story and a good

read for young readers. I gave 3 stars instead of 4 or 5 that I usually gave for Rescue Princesses

was partially due to the tenuous connection between the title of the book and its content, and

partially because the challenges in this book is not as high as those undertaken by the old Rescue

Princesses; Emily, Jaminta,etc.

My daughter and I read these together. We love these stories. Wish there were more of them. She

is 5, so I read them to her and then we have them saved so she can read them herself when she is

a little older

My daughter loves animals, and princesses so naturally she loved these books, they are exciting

and actually very well written. She can't wait for the next one to come out.

Excellent book! My six year old daughter loves this entire series. I am currently reading the series to

her but know that she will read them again when she is able.

My 8 year old daughter loves this series. I just wish they were longer as she reads a book a day.

Best book everI loved itI loved itI really didBest everLolYOLOLolYollo YOLO love

This is part of a gift for my grand-daughter and she will be so happy. This arrived in only 1 day,

super fast.
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